
Restaurant  
Textile Services

For tasty  
experiences



Serve the best 
customer 
experience
Restaurant textiles play a significant 
role in creating the right atmosphere 
and image as well as in the quality 
experience of the customer. With help 
of our flexible and cost-efficient rental 
service, you always have sufficient 
amount of clean textiles available 
without the expenses caused by 
material acquisition and storage.





Our collections
With help of our vast collection, you can easily build 
a look and atmosphere suited to your restaurant. 
You can also go with a totally customised pattern. 

Stain-resistant OptimaPro ® collection

White and stylish FINE collection





OptimaPro ®



OptimaPro® table cloths are made to fit according to the table size, styled 
with the desired pattern and coloring. 

Save cleaning time and expenses
Due to the protective treatment, stains remain at the surface of the cloth 
to be easily wiped away. The cloth is easy to care for and requires fewer 
washes than traditional cloths making it a very affordable solution.

Design your own pattern or choose from the collection
The OptimaPro® cloths are fully customised according to the table 
dimensions with the desired pattern and color. You can choose a suitable 
pattern from our extensive ready-made collection or the design can be 
totally unique and created specially for you. 

Stand out with 
great looks 
and quality

OptimaPro®  table cloths 

STAIN 
RESISTANT!
Wipe the spills off - 

no stains.



Top quality cotton table cloths and napkins create right athmosphere for fine dining.  Classically stylish white table 
cloths and napkins are made of high-quality cotton.  Sophisticated patterns give the final touch to these beautiful 
textiles. Enjoy look and feel of the FINE collection textiles. 

Serve the finest dining experience

Cotton table cloths and napkins

FINE



Other restaurant textile products

Rustic napkins

Stylish and high-quality napkins with a touch of rustic 
feeling.

Kitchen textiles

We offer side towels and kitchen towels  
designed for professional use.

Setting sets the mood

Customised napkins

Our diverse and high-quality product range of cotton 
napkins is suited to a variety of table setting needs.

Napkins give a touch of 
elegance to the table setting

Bring some color and variation 
with a table runner

Table cloths shape the look 
significantly

Different elements build up  
a desired interior decoration entirety



No investments on textile acquisition, maintenance and storage

Flexible service adjusts to seasonal variations - always right amount of  textiles available

Our superior experience guarantees cost-efficiency and  reliability of delivery

Why textile service?



Why buy when 
you can rent?

ASSESSMENT OF NEEDS, 
DESIGN AND PURCHASE

STORAGE AND  
DISPOSAL OF PRODUCTS

LAUNDRY AND MAINTENANCE

DELIVERIES 
AND PICK-UPS

With the help of our flexible and cost-efficient rental 
service, you always have sufficient amount of clean 
textiles available to you without the expenses caused 
by material acquisition and storage. We clean and 
maintain the textiles at agreed intervals  – your 
restaurant staff is free to take care of the customers 
and we will take care of everything else. Our service 
is flexible to seasonal changes and enables the right 
scale of services for both smaller and more extensive 
needs.



Lindström Group
We at Lindström take care of people at their work. Our 
easy and smoothly adaptable rental services enhance 
safety, hygiene and customer experience. We are a 
responsible corporate citizen and an engaging employer 
of over 3000 people in Europe and Asia. Our vision is to 
be a solid, half a billion euro company achieving excellent 
customer experiences with engaged employees.

Contact our sales at 
www.lindstromgroup.com

LINDSTRÖM OY
Hermannin rantatie 8 / PO 29
00581 Helsinki, Finland
t.  020 111 600
firstname.surname@lindstromgroup.com
www.lindstromgroup.com
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